
ERLENMEYER TENT

NIGHT TIME RENDERING: Erlenmeyer Tent at night showcasing the interior illumination 
similar to a camping tent.

CLIFF LOCATION RENDERING: Exterior materials blending into the location’s environ-
ment.

INTERIOR RENDERING: The exterior light penetrates through the windows and 
distributes interior lighting accordingly.

FOREST LOCATION RENDERING: The Erlenmeyer Tent’s green wall being able to cam-
ouflage with the forest’s foliage.
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PROJECT SUMMARY 
The Erlenmeyer Tent shape was formed from the idea of camping as the mod-
ular home is designed for an off-grid location, similar to camping. Utilizing every 
inch of available space is like a science of mixing solutions together, hence 
the modification of the tent shape to more of an Erlenmeyer flask look and dif-
fer from the traditional tent look slightly. The simplistic structure is created in a 
manner where the home could be broken down and put up in a new location 
easily – similar to camping.
The compact 25SM off-grid modular structure hopes to be an alternative solu-
tion to maximize the limiting available space for future housing developments 
all over the world. The modular home was designed from manipulating basic 
shapes and playing with their form to incite unique characteristics of a rein-
vented form. The home also plays with the angles for light and glass orientation 
to absorb and bounce off of to provide comfort to the occupants to feel spa-
cious despite the compact size. This Microhome is able to be placed all over 
the world, so the style is able to have innovative materials and technology with 
low environmental impact placed on its exterior. The Erlenmeyer tent can be 
camouflaged in the deep forest or stand out on its own in the desert; wherever 
the Microhome is located, it can adapt to it.

Exploded diagram showing layers of structural 
elements connecting to each other


